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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Jeremy Henrichs, a member of the Mahomet-Seymour school board and a physician for the

University of Illinois Athletic Department, was targeted by state investigators who said they had

opened an oNcial investigation due to his opposition to mandatory masks in classrooms.

The chilling governmental overreach is just the latest example of state and federal governments

attempting to intimidate and silence those who question mask mandates and other oNcial

COVID-19 responses. Henrichs had previously voted in favor of a plan that would make mask

usage optional unless infection rates rose quickly — at which point mandatory masks would be

reimposed.

However, due to updated CDC guidelines recommending masks for all students, the state

enacted a statewide school mask mandate requiring masks for all students in class. Henrichs’

support of optional masking led to a complaint being Vled, at which point the Illinois Department

of Financial and Professional Regulation (IDFPR) opened an investigation to do their “due

diligence.”

State Uses Coercion and Intimidation Tactics

August 11, 2021, Henrichs received an email from a medical investigator asking for a “detailed

statement on your opinion about masks, and whether you support and will enforce a mask

mandate based on your elected position as a school board member.”  “This would fall under the

unprofessional-conduct part of the Medical Practice Act,” the email added.

It’s unclear at what point during the pandemic having an opinion contrary to the “oNcial” rhetoric

became reason for investigation, but we’re well past that point now. An attorney for Henrichs

responded, questioning whether the investigation had legal standing and suggesting it was an

attempt to “coerce or intimidate a public oNcial in the performance of his public duties.”

State law prohibits the intimidation of public oNcials going about their oNcial duties, but IDFPR

investigators said they are required to investigate every complaint about a medical professional.

Why Henrichs’ opinions on masks are open for investigation is another issue entirely.

In an email, a state investigator stated, “What the medical disciplinary board wants to know is if

the doctor will support and enforce the mask mandate by the governor.” An IDFPR spokesperson

also stated in an email, as reported by WCIA news:

“IDFPR takes all allegations against licensees seriously. Complaints :led with the

Department, as well as investigations undertaken by the Department, are con:dential,

unless and until a public complaint or discipline is issued by the Department. If the

Department determines a physician violated the Medical Practice Act, an appropriate

course of action will be taken.”

Targeted for Questioning Mandatory Masking

The IDFPR investigation has since been called a “frightening abuse of power” by Sen. Chapin

Rose, R-Mahomet, who Vled a complaint in response and asked the ONce of the Executive

Inspector General to investigate the case.  In a statement, Henrichs called the overreach a direct

threat:

"I have considered authoritative medical evidence that questions the necessity of

mandatory masking in our schools. As a result, the IDPFR has threatened my medical

licensure unless I expressly support and enforce a mask mandate for all students. The

IDPFR has commanded me to 'toe the line' or suffer personal and professional

consequences.

The IDPFR's actions constitute a direct threat from the state to the well-being of my

family and all board members to freely and independently exercise the duties of elected

oKce.”

Other regulatory bodies have issued similar threats and warnings attempting to silence

physicians. The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO), which regulates the

practice of medicine in Ontario, is among them. In April 2021, it issued a statement prohibiting

physicians from making comments or providing advice that goes against the oNcial narrative.

According to CPSO, physicians, in isolated incidents, have been spreading blatant

“misinformation” via social media, which is undermining “public health measures meant to

protect all of us.” In response, they released their “Statement on Public Health Misinformation” on

April 30, 2021, which reads:

“The College is aware and concerned about the increase of misinformation circulating on

social media and other platforms regarding physicians who are publicly contradicting

public health orders and recommendations.

Physicians hold a unique position of trust with the public and have a professional

responsibility to not communicate anti-vaccine, anti-masking, anti-distancing and anti-

lockdown statements and/or promoting unsupported, unproven treatments for COVID-19.

Physicians must not make comments or provide advice that encourages the public to act

contrary to public health orders and recommendations. Physicians who put the public at

risk may face an investigation by the CPSO and disciplinary action, when warranted.

When offering opinions, physicians must be guided by the law, regulatory standards, and

the code of ethics and professional conduct. The information shared must not be

misleading or deceptive and must be supported by available evidence and science.”

While threatening physicians with investigation and disciplinary action should they speak out

regarding the many inconsistencies and questions surrounding pandemic lockdowns, masks and

COVID-19 vaccines, CPSO had the gall to add that it’s not intending to stibe healthy public debate

about how to “best address aspects of the pandemic.” “Rather, our focus is on addressing those

arguments that reject scientiVc evidence and seek to rouse emotions over reason,” it added.

IDFPR Issues Apology to Henrichs

After backlash, including Rose’s call for an investigation into IDFPR’s actions, the agency issued a

letter of apology to Henrichs, backpedaling on their inquiry. In an email to Henrichs’ attorney, Dina

Torrisi Martin, general counsel for IDFPR, stated:

“The initial response to your inquiry requested information that the Department does not

need. Please disregard the questions posed in the emails of August 11 and 17, 2021. On

behalf of the Department, I sincerely apologize for the tone and content of those

communications.

I would like to provide context for the Department’s approach to complaints. Pursuant to

its duties under the Medical Practice Act, 225 ILCS 60, for years, the Department has

generally maintained a practice of opening an investigation of every complaint it receives

relating to individuals licensed by the Department.

As you can understand, not every complaint requires a detailed investigation or action;

however, that determination cannot be made at the time of the initial :ling.”

Mario Treto Jr., IDFPR’s secretary, also stated that a preliminary review of the complaint has

concluded with the strong recommendation that the complaint be closed. In a statement,

Henrichs said he appreciated the apology, but “until this complaint has, in fact, formally been

dismissed,” he has “nothing further to say at this time.”

State Boards Threaten Licenses, Don’t DeLne ‘Misinformation’

A spokeswoman for Illinois Gov. JB Pritzker, Jordan Abudayyeh, stated, “The Pritzker

administration has not and will not seek disciplinary action against the professional licenses of

individuals who disagree with the mask mandate.”  Yet, according to a statement released by the

Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB), they absolutely could.

In a news release titled, “Spreading COVID-19 Misinformation May Put Medical License at Risk,”

FSMB stated that the “dramatic increase in the dissemination of COVID-19 vaccine

'misinformation' and 'disinformation' by physicians and other health care professionals on social

media platforms, online and in the media” led to the release of their latest threat, which they

called a “statement”:

“Physicians who generate and spread COVID-19 vaccine misinformation or

disinformation are risking disciplinary action by state medical boards, including the

suspension or revocation of their medical license.

Due to their specialized knowledge and training, licensed physicians possess a high

degree of public trust and therefore have a powerful platform in society, whether they

recognize it or not.

They also have an ethical and professional responsibility to practice medicine in the best

interests of their patients and must share information that is factual, scienti:cally

grounded and consensus-driven for the betterment of public health.

Spreading inaccurate COVID-19 vaccine information contradicts that responsibility,

threatens to further erode public trust in the medical profession and puts all patients at

risk.”

Markedly absent from the statement is a deVnition of what constitutes “misinformation,” leaving

the word wide open for interpretation. It’s not only physicians that are being hunted down but also

academics.

Virtually anyone who speaks out about data that go against the oNcial COVID propaganda can be

labeled a dangerous “agent of misinformation,” which is what happened to Harvard

epidemiologist Martin Kulldorff, who wrote a paper against lockdowns but couldn’t get it

published.

Kulldorff and colleagues soon banded together to write the Great Barrington Declaration,  which

calls for “focused protection” of the elderly and those in nursing homes and hospitals, while

allowing businesses and schools to remain open. Soon after, they too were attacked and accused

of spreading misinformation and being “COVID deniers.”

Professor Mark Crispin Miller, who has taught classes on mass persuasion and propaganda at

the New York University Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and Human Development for the

last two decades, is another example. After challenging students to investigate current

propaganda narratives surrounding mask mandates, Miller was placed under conduct review for

spreading “dangerous misinformation.”

Miller fought back, suing 19 of his department colleagues for libel after they signed a letter to the

school dean demanding a review of Miller’s conduct.  Miller also launched a petition to New York

University in support of academic freedom, free speech and free inquiry, without which he states,

“‘education’ … will be mere training for compliance, stunting students’ minds instead of opening

them — a practice fatal to democracy, and, Vnally, to humanity itself.”

Are State Boards Maintaining Hit Lists?

Jumping on the libel bandwagon, MedPage Today conducted an investigation into 20 physicians

it says are spreading “COVID-19 misinformation,” including me, noting that “not one of 20

physicians who've peddled such falsehoods has been disciplined by their state licensing agency

for doing so.”

MedPage Today contacted 10 states that license physicians, apparently to ask them why they

haven’t disciplined physicians for spreading undeVned “misinformation.” In Illinois, IDFPR stated

that if the agency "determines a licensee committed violations against the Act that regulates

their profession, an appropriate course of action will be taken.

Complaints Vled with and investigations undertaken by IDFPR are conVdential, unless and until a

public complaint or discipline is issued by the Department."

From MedPage Today’s investigation, it seems that states have put together lists of the people

they’re targeting to delicense, but none has taken action against the physicians they’re accusing

of spreading unidentiVed “bad info.” Perhaps that’s because sharing information isn’t a crime, but

stibing it — and engaging in unfounded threats and intimidation — is.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of

thousands of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-

selling book on Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,073 ratings

ORDER NOW
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We are witnessing the transformation of a government ruled by a dominant technocracy in a globalist context, which leads to

transhumanism and the total loss of freedoms typical of the oligarchy and fascism. These are the modern forms of government,

characterized by the deployment of a whole set of technologies, practices, strategies and political rationalities that have as their

objective the government of life. Biopolitics has entered the scene with the domination of minds and the application of fascist

measures. The ongoing bipolitical dynamic has to do with the double process of medicalization of politics and politicization of

medicine. Biopower becomes biopolitics, with measures through which the state maintains control over the physical bodies of the

population, such as vaccination passports and the monitoring and criminalization of the unvaccinated.

The most disturbing factor is the intertwining of politics and biological life towards emergency provisions to standardize the political

procedures of democratic states to those of authoritarian states where freedoms are repressed.

We do not need vaccination passports, we do not need masks, natural immunity is the way that biology would be the source of

privileges, not the person as an object of regulation. The Covid-19 crisis has exposed biopolitical regimes, demonstrating the levels of

intrusion to which states are willing to be subjected with the control of state power structures, "health" agencies, alliances for vaccines,

masks, etc ,. that they take away our power to breathe and live with dignity, that they take away from us the domain of human biology

and its personal entity.

Humanity cannot allow the biopolitical power that is based on manipulation, new biological techniques, transgenic vaccines, control,

erc., In short, the loss of biological entity and freedoms, to become the new normal. materialize in a totalitarian state marked by Davos

with the Great Reset.
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A sample of the loss of freedom is found in what happened to Glenn Greenwald quoted by Dr. Mercola ("essentially criminalize

any oppositional ideology to the ruling class," adding, ". Who was forced to abandon The Intercept, a media outlet communication

that he initially co-founded to defend freedom of expression, because they censored his critical work with former Vice President

Joe Biden.

“The censored article, based on recently revealed emails and witness testimony, raised critical questions about Biden’s conduct.

Not content to simply prevent publication of this article at the media outlet I co-founded, these Intercept editors also demanded

that I refrain from exercising a separate contractual right to publish this article with any other publication,” Greenwald added. “So

the CIA and the deep state operative became heroes of the liberal left. They are now in a full union with the neocons and the

Bush Cheney operatives, the CIA, silicon valley and Wall Street,” Greenwald said to Carlson on Thursday.

greenwald.substack.com/.../my-resignation-from-the-intercept

https://youtu.be/oSB_fQHbSiA

twitter.com/.../1322003267182682113
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Anything coming from the top down continues Centuries of just more of the same old, same old, only it gets worse for all, not

just humanity. If anything positive or of substance is to be done it has to start from the bottom up.

Corruption & the lust for $$$, Power & Control sour any and everything. Unfortunately this has to be addressed somehow in the

very Vrst building blocks of any effort to start something new.

The whole push and hope for ArtiVcial Intelligence to save us has to be the biggest oxymoron of all time. Just what happens with

the spell checker and the nightmares it sometimes creates should be a big enough caution such a idea is about as dumb as

dumb can get.
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Yes, they are going to hunt down everyone who is unvaxed or who dares to speak out against the vaxine.

www.wnd.com/2021/08/washington-state-drops-gotcha-question-covid-objec..  

Now, the state has even declared themselves the Vnal arbitrator of religion.  You need permission from the state to be a believer.

 Perhaps more has been exported from Wuhan than a disease?

Governor Inslee (WA State) needs to get his bootie booted out of oNce.  There has been speculation about the integrity of his

reelection.  Maybe we will be rid of Cuomo and Newsome, too.  Whitmer also needs to go.  

Lots of people are saying they will quit their jobs rather than be vaxed.  (A major hospital expects to lose 50% of their nurses.)  This

country cannot be run very eNciently without them. Labor will be at a premium.  (Study the history of the Victorian Age to see how

aristocrats struggled to Vnd good servants when "the serving class" realized they could Vnd less demanding employment or become

entrepreneurs.)  There will be a lot of talent available for hire and it will be the best, brightest and most resourceful unvaxed employees.

They will be an asset to many small towns and start-up businesses. These kinds of individuals are not easily replaced by immigrants,

although that may be the goal.  Society needs people like this more than these people need society.  People who can think, create and

make things work.  Civilization hangs by a tenuous thread, heavily dependent on a handful of key individuals in each sector.  

Already, the big cities are dying and losing their tax base.  Many city people are evacuating to rural areas, taking their money and skills

with them.  But that is a whole other topic...
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Yes, Almond, not only should the religious or medical exemption for vaccines be granted, it should also be granted for their

failure in history. As Dr. Mercola and CHD have reported, the decline in childhood infectious diseases throughout the 20th century

is widely but mistakenly attributed to vaccines. On average, about 90 percent of the decline in infectious diseases preceded

vaccines, while some diseases decreased without any vaccines, such as fever. The risks of vaccines are not evaluated over time

and less recent mRNA vaccines, in addition, immediate risks including deaths are manipulated due to the incentives given to

hospitals in the cause of death and now it is being shown that unvaccinated people They are not a risk for others, but on the

contrary, vaccines are a risk to spread the covid. In addition, citizens are being prevented from choosing proven safer, less

expensive and more effective alternatives and attacking above all Natural and Functional Medicine. Conbicts of interest clearly

raise serious questions about vaccine policy.

Regarding religious exemptions, we have to professors Propose Making COVID Vaccinations Mandatory: ‘Do Not Honor Religious

Objections’

These are the impositions of a fascist state: People who refuse injection should be punished by losing "tax credits," they add,

along with other "nonessential government beneVts." Health insurers should also be allowed to gouge premium holders who

refuse vaccination, “as is the case for smokers,” the trio writes.

“Private businesses could refuse to employ or serve unvaccinated individuals,” they further suggest.

“Schools could refuse to allow unimmunized children to attend classes. Public and commercial transit companies, could exclude

refusers. Public and private auditoriums could require evidence of immunization for entry. "

christiannews.net/2020/08/18/professors-propose-making-covid-vaccinati..
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Medical Boards Hunting Down Doctors Over Mask Mandates
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Dr. Jeremy Henrichs, a member of the Mahomet-Seymour school board and a

physician for the University of Illinois Athletic Department, was targeted by state

investigators due to his opposition to mandatory masks

*

Henrichs’ support of optional masking led to a complaint being Vled, at which point

the Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation (IDFPR) opened an

investigation to do their “due diligence”

*

An email from a medical investigator asked Henrichs for a “detailed statement on

your opinion about masks, and whether you support and will enforce a mask mandate based on your elected position as a school board

member”

*

An attorney for Henrichs questioned whether the investigation had legal standing and suggested it was an attempt to “coerce or intimidate a

public oNcial in the performance of his public duties”

*

The IDFPR investigation has since been called a “frightening abuse of power” by state Sen. Chapin Rose, R-Mahomet, who Vled a complaint

in response and asked the ONce of the Executive Inspector General to investigate the case

*

After backlash, the agency issued a letter of apology to Henrichs, backpedaling on their inquiry*
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Never in a million years would I believe that we are living through a Technocratic Globalist Communist Takeover of the world.  We will

look at China soon as 'the free country' with what we will be living through.  WHERE ARE THE ALPHA MALES? - I have seen enough beta

males skirting all of the issues - WE NEED TO SEE ACTION IMMEDIATELY - DEFEND THIS COUNTRY - its almost too late!  

THE ANSWER TO 1984 is 1776!!!!!!!!!
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I totally agree. We can't wait until next July 4th to get our Independence Day either.  We have very few alpha males and the ones

that are left are being killed by the shots unless they are smart enough to have stopped listening to Communist News Network

and MSDNC.  People need to peacefully stampede on DC without weapons of any kind with an army of compatriates.
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It doesn’t take a background in medicine to know that the censorship of medical professionals during a pandemic is the last thing that

should be happening. There is no better time for rigorous debate on the eNcacy of public health measures than now with

unprecedented and unproven lockdown policies being forced on populations worldwide.

www.aier.org/.../canadian-doctors-are-being-censored

The point of investigating, and even the mere threat of investigating, is to intimidate, of coure. The point of this intimidation is to

PREVENT CORRECTION of the government.

This is government playing at medicine. But this is not a game.
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"Physicians must not make comments or provide advice that encourages the public to act contrary to public health orders and

recommendations."   Well, public health agencies should not be making orders of any kind.  Only the legislatures can do that.  Stick to

making recommendations and stay out of our lives.
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I am not surprised at this. I suspect that this reality is what cows any physician who is into natural health.

I mentioned to a "conventional doctor" that I had seen someone who was into natural medicine. About two months later, I received a

letter saying that the natural medicine doctor had lost his license. Of course, I don't know what the real reason was, but I wouldn't be

surprised that it was a refusal to "tow the allopathic line."

I believe that licensing is of doubtful morality. It has been identiVed as a protection racket. And it makes sure that control over an entire

profession can be exercised by what is probably a largely unaccountable body.
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I don't mean to be mean but did you give the name of the natural medicine doctor to the conventional doctor?  I hope not because

I never would have done that. It's none of his business. Any doctor who would have had the nerve to ask me that deserves me to

pick up my things and walk out, taking my medical information with me. It's the same with them asking if there's a gun in the

house.  That's total nerve and none of their business or anyone's business.
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skupe59, I don't remember giving the name, but I did mention his training. He started out as a conventional specialist. The

information was unsolicited (As I had seen him Vrst.), and I might have been careless. However, it is very evil that a person needs

to assume that others will be immoral. As I have discovered, that is a "necessary" way to operate nowadays. If there is any good

that might have come of it, it may be that I could reach out to this hapless doctor, and he might be able to win in court. If the

issue was publicized then systematic changes might be made.
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But what if the public health order itself is misinformation? Was it given after looking at the scientiVc evidence and data or was it given

under non factual criteria. "Fear of" and "could of" and all scenarios are theoretical only and are eliminated according to studies, data

and reasoning which if the latter is not applied makes the science and data collection an absolute waste of effort and pointless as to

why we bother. Blatantly it is becoming too obvious that decision makers reference science "in name only" but not in application. This

disconnect is becoming more and more visible as time goes on where no science study is required to see the obvious as people

re-experience life and test the water themselves. Sections of the public are better informed and they will not keep silent when the truth

about the science is kept political or in name only. Decision makers who make ineffectual decisions waste effort, resources, misdirect

from the real issue and eventually erode trust in any institutions.
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I totally agree with this:  the public health order itself is misinformation.  It's a PLANDEMIC and every country was talked in to this

by a huge check of an unknown dollar amount. Except for the three wonderful leaders who were killed by telling the truth.  There

is no real virus.  Most of what has been coming out is from comorbidities and now the shots.  Even with the younger people.
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What would it take to see this for what IT IS. In my case it was easy. I grew up in a communist country. Make no mistake about it. It is a

VIRU$$$$$$$. Without "free"money they cannot have wars, welfare, corporate and otherwise, state run indoctrination (edukashun)

system. The stimulus is about giving a transfusion to a corps. Those who took the role of useful idiots (media, high tech social media,

some of the medical professionals, "educators",... have just purchased a Vrst class ticket on the Titanic. They think that they would be

spared when the "new world order"takes over. A bit of history would enlighten them to the outcome of the Bolshevik revolution. They

have a name for it; PURGES. Same in China. they would be the Vrst ones to go as they would have outlived their useful purpose. I could

wright a library shelf on the subject. If things goes the other way we the people will get them with charges of genocide. They are

walking dead. Paraphrasing Ayn Rand, justice would be done regardless if they practice or not.
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I listened to Mike Adams yesterday interviewing 2 doctors who explained how ineffective masks are quite brilliantly.  This is the gist of

what they said.  The virus is so small that it can get through any mask that the general public are wearing.  In laymans terms imagine

the size of the holes in the mask are the distance apart of 2 goal posts on a football Veld.  The virus is the size of a by, bying through

those posts.  A mask will never stop the virus getting through as it is too small, so is therefore pointless.
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A virus could pass thru an unglazed porcelain plate.  

People are superstitious who believe holding a piece of paper in front of their face will protect them.  It is merely a talisman.

In theory, it protects you from the droplets of someone else's sneeze.  However, if someone sneezes in your face, you are still

vulnerable.  

If any virus is airborne, the surest way to avoid it is to not breathe.
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But they say the mask will stop the "droplets", that said, if a droplet is now in or on a mask - are you trying to tell me the wearer of

the mask never touches it - of course they touch it and now they touch the door knob, etc. thus spreading the germs on the mask

- so actually MASKS ARE DETRIMENTAL!!!
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There are so many Biden voters I am hearing from saying they di not vote for this. Bodes very well going forward "assuming" elections

laws are not enforced
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are enforced :)
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So obviously, masks do not work.  The viral matter is too small, as Dr. Fauci himself reveals in his emails.  His initial claims to the media

that masks do not work was him speaking the truth as a public oNcial, and his later claims that he was lying for the sake of healthcare

workers is itself a lie.  All over the western world, there are many examples of health oNcials speaking the truth at Vrst, but then they

change their tune - evidence of them taking their marching orders from elsewhere.  What scares me about masks is that people wear

these things all day long day in and day out, and they pose, I believe, a serious threat to periodontal health which in turn harms overall

health.  Having to see small children in these things is just plain heartbreaking.  Folks are scared sh**less and just don't know any

better.
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""""A Letter to the Unvaccinated

by Dr. Denis Rancourt et al., Ontario Civil Liberties Association

August 3, 2021

You are not alone! As of 28 July 2021, 29% of Canadians have not received a COVID-19 vaccine, and an additional 14% have received

one shot. In the US and in the European Union, less than half the population is fully vaccinated, and even in Israel, the “world’s lab”

according to PVzer, one third of people remain completely unvaccinated. Politicians and the media have taken a uniform view,

scapegoating the unvaccinated for the troubles that have ensued after eighteen months of fearmongering and lockdowns. It’s time to

set the record straight.

It is entirely reasonable and legitimate to say ‘no’ to insuNciently tested vaccines for which there is no reliable science. You have a right

to assert guardianship of your body and to refuse medical treatments if you see Vt. You are right to say ‘no’ to a violation of your dignity,

your integrity and your bodily autonomy. It is your body, and you have the right to choose. You are right to Vght for your children against

their mass vaccination in school.

You are right to question whether free and informed consent is at all possible under present circumstances. Long-term effects are

unknown. Transgenerational effects are unknown. Vaccine-induced deregulation of natural immunity is unknown. Potential harm is

unknown as the adverse event reporting is delayed, incomplete and inconsistent between jurisdictions....
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....You are being targeted by mainstream media, government social engineering campaigns, unjust rules and policies,

collaborating employers, and the social-media mob. You are being told that you are now the problem and that the world cannot

get back to normal unless you get vaccinated. You are being viciously scapegoated by propaganda and pressured by others

around you. Remember; there is nothing wrong with you.

You are inaccurately accused of being a factory for new SARS-CoV-2 variants, when in fact, according to leading scientists, your

natural immune system generates immunity to multiple components of the virus. This will promote your protection against a vast

range of viral variants and abrogates further spread to anyone else.

You are justiVed in demanding independent peer-reviewed studies, not funded by multinational pharmaceutical companies. All

the peer-reviewed studies of short-term safety and short-term eNcacy have been funded, organized, coordinated, and supported

by these for-proVt corporations; and none of the study data have been made public or available to researchers who don’t work for

these companies.

You are right to question the preliminary vaccine trial results. The claimed high values of relative eNcacy rely on small numbers

of tenuously determined “infections.”  The studies were also not blind, where people giving the injections admittedly knew or

could deduce whether they were injecting the experimental vaccine or the placebo. This is not acceptable scientiVc methodology

for vaccine trials.

You are correct in your calls for a diversity of scientiVc opinions. Like in nature, we need a polyculture of information and its

interpretations. And we don’t have that right now. Choosing not to take the vaccine is holding space for reason, transparency and

accountability to emerge. You are right to ask, ‘What comes next when we give away authority over our own bodies?’....
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...Do not be intimidated. You are showing resilience, integrity and grit. You are coming together in your communities, making

plans to help one another and standing for scientiVc accountability and free speech, which are required for society to thrive. We

are among many who stand with you.

Angela Durante, PhD

Denis Rancourt, PhD

Claus Rinner, PhD

Laurent Leduc, PhD

Donald Welsh, PhD

John Zwaagstra, PhD

Jan Vrbik, PhD

Valentina Capurri, PhD""
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That is exactly what I and I think many of us are wondering. Just what does happen with natural immunity after injection and if a

person chose to have injection after having recovered from virus having robust natural immunity is that now altered too?
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It's just plain dictatorship, bullying, and all based on a stack, upon a stack, upon a stack of cognitive distortions and in many cases, even

medical fraud and outright lies. Dictatorship, bullying, fraud and deception are not acceptable on our tax dollars! We do not pay our

taxes to be abused!
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ThankYou to all f You for Your efforts to give factual medically based science to Us, Your fellow Human beings. Stephen australia. We

had a para medic on government update today instructing Us to ' get vaccinated ' . Apparently the unvaxxed carry a higher load of the

virus! I and others will attempt to share the references and research which is up to date and factual to these medicos and scientists

here in this country. Dystopialand australia
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I totally disagree that the unvaxxed carry a higher load of the virus!  With me and many others, we take a lot of supplements that

ameliorate any virus in our systems and bring on immunity from the virus.
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"Just back off this guy...you wanna drop our athletic budget even MORE?"

Luckily their quick draw was hindered by a slow trigger, and cooler (budgetary) minds prevailed. That woulda been a TRI-fecta of urine

contests...pro-maskers, anti-maskers and everybody else!
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Police state.  Not even a warrant before breaking in in the middle of the night.  I think it would be reasonable to shoot an intruder under

such circumstances--who would be expecting the police?

eatrightstaytight.com/outrageous-police-learn-of-unvaccinated-toddler-..
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It would be a good idea to have and use some physical means of stopping unauthorized entry. It is possible to purchase such

devices. That would be a wonderful method of at least controlling the situation. However, they might have battering rams.

What isn't realized is that, assuming that one is innocent, one can morally Vght the police. My understanding is that "laws"

against resisting arrest are possibly from the 1990s. Things just keep getting worse over time. There are "laws" that a person

who has an UNCONSTITUTIONAL permit to conceal carry must inform or maybe even surrender his Vrearm if he interacts with

the police. Ideally, one ought to be able to win in court (Assuming that the battle is won.) in these situations, but that would

probably only be likely going pro se. Attorneys are so corrupted by legal "education."
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